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The South Carolina Department of Transportation is an agency comprised of
approximately 5,400 full time employees. Of this number, approximately 550 are
employed as engmeers m one of the five engineering divisions; planning,
preconstruction, construction, traffic, and maintenance; that are headquartered in
Columbia. Additionally, SCDOT employs approximately 140 engineers in the seven
engineering districts that are located strategically across the state. The majority of the
engineers hired by SCDOT are Civil Engineers, who by definition design and construct
public infrastructure projects. Of the 691 engineering positions at SCDOT, 70 require
registration as a professional engineer. Professional registration requires a degree in
engineering from an accredited school, at least four years of responsible experience, and
satisfactory scores on two examinations. Collectively, these engineers form the backbone
of the agency and perform the functions vital to its mission to "Build and maintain roads
and bridges for the citizens of the state". 1 This mission has become more and more
technically challenging as environmental, seismic, and other infrastructure issues are
introduced to the traditional design and construction processes. This requires the SCDOT
staff to maintain a level of expertise and experience to address these and other issues as
they arise on current and future projects.
SCDOT has traditionally had a difficult time attracting and recruiting graduate
engineers. This can be attributed to lower starting salaries in state government and more
1 South Carolina Department of Transportation, Strategic Plan (2002), p.2
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attractive hiring packages offered by private companies. Strong economies spur a large
amount of construction and development in the private sector, which increases the
demand for engineers out of school. SCDOT has experienced a sharp increase in its road
construction program in the last 5 years due to changes in federal funding laws and a new
Transportation Spending Bill. SCDOT has met the needs of this program by outsourcing
a large portion of the engineering work to consultants. SCDOT's internal hiring levels
and recruitment tools have not changed to meet the demand for these engineers, and as a
result, SCDOT has only hired 14 engineers in 2001, which is the average number hired
per year during the 1990's. This downturn in the hiring of engineers comes at a time
when South Carolina is facing an exploding new construction program and an aging
infrastructure that is nearing the end of its design life and in dire need of upgrades and
replacements. Nationally, the US Department of Labor projects that there will be a 20%
increase in the number of engineers needed in this country by 2008. That is 300,000
more engineers than are practicing today.2
South Carolina Department of Transportation must develop tools and strategies to
attract and recruit a large number of graduate engineers within the near future to sustain
the current needs and to meet the future needs of the agency and the state.
SCDOT faces a challenge in attracting and recruiting new engineers. Several
reports indicate that enrollment in engineering majors in college has declined 20% in the
past 15 years.3 National enrollment figures show a steady decline in both the number of
students enrolled in and graduating with engineering degrees from 1985/86 through
2 Lisa Waterman Gray, Denver Business Journal, Vol. 53, p.16B, (Sept. 7, 2001)
3 National Science Board, Science and Engineering Indicators, 2002, p.2.17
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1999/00.4 While some disciplines have increased their enrollments in the past two years,
civil engineering continues to experience a decline in both enrollment and graduation.
Within South Carolina, where SCDOT finds 85% of it's graduating engineers, the
numbers aren't any better. Enrollment figures at Clemson University show a peak in BS
degrees awarded in Civil Engineering in 1993/94 (126 awarded). Since then, there has
been a steady decline in the number of degrees awarded each year through 200112002 (83
awarded).5 The problem does not appear to be less people enrolling in college, however.
While enrollment in engineering disciplines has declined 20%, overall enrollment has
increased by 20%. More people are going to college, but fewer are choosing engineering
as a major. In 1986, engineering majors represented 8% of all majors awarded. In 1998,
that number was down to 5%.6 In fact, enrollment in natural sciences and engineering
seem to be on a cyclic pattern that is opposite of enrollment trends in other sciences
(psychology, sociology, computer science). The peak in engineering enrollment in
19856/86 coincided with a 2-decade low in enrollment in other sciences.7 While
engineering enrollment has declined since then, other sciences (as a group) have
experienced unprecedented growth.
An article in Business First of Buffalo relates the story of a high school senior
looking for the chemistry building at a local university. By chance, he asked directions
of a mechanical engineering professor. After a brief fifteen-minute conversation, the
chemistry student had changed his major to chemical engineering, and is now an
Engineering Dean at the University of Buffalo. Today, he supports a program in the
4 Engineering Trends, www.engtrends.com. Historical Trends and Predictors, 2002
5 Dr. Thomas Keinath, Clemson University, 2002
6 National Science Board, Science and Engineering Indicators, 2002, p.2.19
7 Engineering Trends, www.engtrends.com. InsideEE, Article 01C, 2002
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Buffalo area that uses practicing engineers to visit with teenagers in the area and present
a practical view of engineering on a day-to-day basis. The goal is to create among
teenagers an awareness of how engineers can contribute to society and puts a human face
on something of an anonymous profession.8
If SCDOT is going to maintain and develop a staff capable of meeting the
demands of it's aging infrastructure and new construction, it must find ways to encourage
and promote engineering as a career among future generations of college graduates.
The declining enrollments in Civil Engineering have not gone unnoticed by the
national trade organizations. Many have developed and implemented programs that
partner with elementary, middle, and high schools to introduce students to engineering.
The American Society of Civil Engineers has an outreach program called "Building Big"
which provides engineers with tools and programs to develop partnerships with local
schools and promote Civil Engineering as a career choice. The National Alliance for Pre-
Engineering Programs sponsors a program called "Project Lead the Way", which is a
curriculum based program marketed to schools and industry in an effort to establish
partnerships and implement programs in schools that promote all engineering disciplines.
This program also provides training and tools for teachers to help them present math and
science in a positive manner. And AASHTO has a program entitled Transportation and
Civil Engineering (TRAC) Program, which is also curriculum based and covers all
aspects of civil engineering and other transportation issues. The National Society of
Professional Engineers has also noticed the problem, and has developed the National
8 Annemarie Franczyk, Making a Pitch for Engineering, Business First of Buffalo, March
26,2001, VoU?, p.32
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Engineering Campaign, which is geared towards breaking some of the stereotypes that
exist about engineers and emphasizes the exciting and innovative role that engineers play
in improving the quality of everyday life for people. The current message is that one has
to be good in math and science, which makes engineering come across as a dull, dry
subject. A Louis Harris and Associates study done for the NSPE found that most
Americans respect engineers, but don't really understand what they do. These trade
organizations have made it their mission to fill in the blanks for young people who are
weighing different career paths.9
In 1994, South Carolina Legislature enacted the School to Work Transition Act,
which did away with traditional core classes and encouraged schools to adopt "career
clusters", which include specific classes focused on developing skills and knowledge
along one of several broad career paths. 1o The basic concept was to encourage students
to start thinking about career direction at an early age, and to reaffirm those choices with
introductory classes that present basic concepts and hone specific skills of the students to
better prepare them for the transition from "school-to-work". The Act articulates three
components that define school-to-work: school-based learning, work- based learning, and
connecting activities, with the hope that these three components comprise a "coherent
program of study that, upon graduation from high school, leads to further education and
training at a Postsecondary institution and/or employment." Very few schools have
adopted this recommendation in South Carolina to date, but there are great success stories
coming from the schools that have. Walhalla High School adopted this approach in 1996,
9 Lisa Waterman Gray, Denver Business Journal, Vol. 53, p.16B, (Sept. 7,2001)
10 South Carolina General Assembly, 110th Session, Bill 4681, 1993-94
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and graduated its first class in 2000. Walhalla begins the process in the eighth grade with
career counseling. By the end of the eighth grade, students can choose one of six career
areas that include Business, Engineering, Health Sciences, Trades and Technology, Arts,
and Sciences & Human Services. Walhalla High School partners with the county
Vocational Center, Clemson University, and local businesses and industry to provide the
resources needed to complete the student's experience. This program has branched out to
include all four high schools in Oconee County, and 25% of all high school students are
now participating, including 70% of 11th and 12th graders. Some of the early indicators
show that 91 % of college bound students met the state standards for gains in occupational
competencies, compared to 82% state-wide, and 98% percent of the county's career-
bound students received their diplomas, compared to 94% state-wide. II
According to the US Department of Education, there are nine primary issues that
must be addressed in order to make career pathways successful. Key to success was a
link with employers who provide learning opportunities in the workplace and participate
in developing integrated curricula. Additionally, the DOE stated that career pathways
require multiple connecting activities to connect students, educators, employers, and the
community. 12
Currently, no schools in the Midlands area of South Carolina have fully
implemented a career clusters program in their high schools. However, there are schools
in the Midlands who are presently working towards a career clusters program by adopting
II Southern Regional Education Board, High Schools that Work, "Cooperative Efforts of
a Career Center and Four Area High Schools Brings Major Changes in What and How
Students are Taught", 2002
12 United States Department of Education, "Career Pathways in School-to-Work
Systems," Resource Bulletin, www.stw.ed.gov/factsshlbu10326.htm. March, 1997
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one or two career areas to focus on, and several other schools are looking at it very
seriously. Lexington School District One Superintendent Karen Woodward chaired a
committee ofMidlands's schools that studied the idea for 8 months last year, and says the
program could be implemented in her District next fall. 13 These schools will be looking
for corporate partners to provide opportunities for learning. SCDOT should develop
partnerships with these schools to assist in preparing curriculum and presenting
engineering to students in the classroom and in the work place.
Irmo High School is actively involved in the "Career Clusters" concept of career
development within the engineering discipline. Irmo High is utilizing the Project Lead
the Way program to introduce engineering to its students. Project Lead the Way is a
Non-Profit foundation that has developed a national curriculum that introduces students
in the ninth through twelfth grades to all aspects of engineering. Engineering classes are
offered at Irmo High School in the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades. In discussion with
Mr. Bob Taylor, instructor responsible for the three classes, the eleventh grade class
would be the optimal target for our pilot engineering curriculum.
Through meetings and correspondence with Irmo High, an itinerary has been
developed for the 11th grade Engineering Class. This itinerary will serve as the pilot
project for this program, and will be closely monitored for improvements to the program.
It is anticipated that after this pilot class is completed, the program can be adjusted and
refined so that it can be presented to several schools and at different grade levels.
Appendix A includes the draft project outline. This draft is a generic document that is
13 Nicole Sweeny, The State Newspaper, "Schools Explore College Model", Oct 22, 2002
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intended to serve as a guide when preparing specific itineraries for schools. This draft
includes sections on all engineering aspects as they relate to SCDOT. They include:
• Introduction
• Project Development
• Road Design
• Bridge Design
• Surveying
• RoadlBridge Construction
• RoadlBridge Maintenance
• Traffic Engineering
For the Irmo High class, the draft project outline was adjusted to include
instruction in 5 areas:
• Introduction
• Road Design
• Surveying
• Road Construction
• Traffic Engineering
The pilot project is set up to meet with the 11 th Grade class at Irmo High School one day
a week from 2:00 to 3:30 for 6-8 weeks. Several instructors will be used for this pilot
project based on the subject matter being reviewed. These instructors will be District
Engineering professionals with an expertise in the areas being reviewed. Classroom
activities will be used, as well as field trips to active construction projects, design centers,
and other areas. A mock engineering project will be developed on the school property to
simulate the engineering process. This project will follow the pilot project classroom
itinerary by introducing hands on exercises to the class that are relevant to and support
the classroom discussions. For instance, the classroom surveying segment will include a
field exercise where the students will use surveying equipment on school property. The
surveying exercise will collect field data that will be used in the subsequent segment,
8
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Road Construction. Engineering tools, such as computers and software, surveymg
instruments, and testing equipment will be furnished by SCDOT for this program. All
costs associated with this program will be indirect and absorbed by SCDOT.
As with any project, there are potential obstacles and pitfalls to this program.
Obviously, if schools are not interested in the career clusters approach to education in
High School, SCDOT will have a difficult time finding a venue to present engineering
\~" j
concepts to students. The same princip~ would be applicable in a physics or natural
sciences class, and SCDOT could contact these instructors for assistance in
accommodating our program. If several schools are interested in the program at the same
time, human resources could be an obstacle. SCDOT will be very careful to deliver only
what the school wants, and this program will be presented as a very flexible tool for use
in their engineering/science classes. It is our desire to make contact with as many
students as possible. This program can be adjusted from a one-week introduction or a 15-
week in-depth review of engineering. However, the District has a limited number of
professionals to present these topics, and must be mindful of its agency responsibilities as
well. The length and content of the program may have to be adjusted to meet demands.
And lastly, without feedback and future contact from the students who participate in the
program, it will be very difficult to assess the success ofthe program.
SCDOT will be closely monitoring the progress of this program. Meeting with
school officials will be held periodically during the year and a follow-up review with
instructors, officials and students will be held at the end of each year. Survey forms will
be provided to all students at the end of the program, and will be used to track the career
choices made by the students who participated in the program. These surveys, found in
9
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Appendix B, will be voluntary and will ask for a mailing address so that they can be
contacted in 2 years. Those 11 th graders will be freshmen in college, and will have a
general idea of their career choice by then. The follow-up survey will ask about career
choices, and what impact, if any, the career clusters program in high school, and the role
SCDOT had in the career clusters program had on their choice.
This program is designed to accomplish two things. Ultimately, this program will
steer students towards a career in Civil Engineering with SCDOT. If one student per year
were to follow this path, the program would be considered a success. However, there are
other benefits to this program that can be realized without attracting civil engineers to
SCDOT. As stated earlier, most Americans don't understand what engineers do. This
program should present a basic understanding of engineering to all students. If 99 out of
100 students who go through this program choose to be lawyers and doctors instead of
engineers, at least they take with them some understanding of what engineers do and the
role they play in society. This knowledge may help them in their chosen career, and may
be passed on to future generations as they contemplate career choices, which in itself will
help make this program a success.
The ultimate success of the project cannot be assessed for several years after
implementation. There are several indicators that SCDOT will monitor during this time
to assist in evaluating the progress of the program. One is enrollment trends at in-state
engineering schools. Of course, national trends also affect local enrollments, so
consideration must also be given to those. Ultimately, when the program reaches out to
numerous schools across the 4'idlands and even into other areas of the state, we can begin I
to poll in-state applicants and new hires if they were exposed to this program and if so,
10
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did it have any bearing on their decision to begin their career at SCDOT. While this
infonnation is not available for several years, SCDOT will have to rely on the exit
surveys and feedback from students to implement changes and improvements to the
program each year.
SCDOT has a great opportunity to attract and recruit Civil Engineers. This
program's objectives will help educate and prepare this next generation of Civil
Engineers, who will be responsible for building the roads and bridges to this state's
future.
11
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INTRODUCTION
I. What is Engineering?
A. Engineering is the art of applying scientific and mathematical
principles, experience, judgment, and common sense to make things
that benefit society. Engineers design bridges and important medical
equipment as well as processes for cleaning up toxic spills and systems
for mass transit. Engineering is the process ofproducing a technical
product or system to meet a specific need.
B. "Engineering is the application of science to the common purpose of
life". Count Rumford
C. "Scientists study the world as it is, engineers create the world that
never has been. " Theodore Von Karman
D. 72% of all astronauts who have traveled to space are engineers, not
scientists.
E. Engineers are problem solvers, people who search for quicker, better,
less expensive ways to use the forces and materials ofnature to meet
tough challenges. Throughout the ages, from the building of the
pyramids to the landing on the moon, engineers have been the shapers
ofprogress.
F. Engineering is organized by traditional academic fields of study. The
five largest are chemical, civil, electrical, industrial, and mechanical.
II. What is SCDOT?
A. SCDOT is the third largest state agency in South Carolina.
B. SCDOT employs roughly 5,400 employees.
C. SCDOT is charged with building and maintaining the state's highway
system as well as providing mass transit services.
D. SCDOT maintains the nations 4 largest system of highways
1. 42,000 miles or roadway
2. 8,000 bridges
E. SCDOT employs roughly 700 engineers (mostly civil) to plan, design,
construct, and maintain this system of highways.
F. SCDOT has over 1 billion dollars in construction ongoing at any time.
G. Civil Engineers at SCDOT currently hold positions ofDirector of
Construction, Director ofMaintenance, Director of Traffic
Engineering, State Highway Engineer, etc.
H. SCDOT has had several Civil Engineers ascend to the position of
Executive Director ofthe agency.
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III. What is Civil Engineering?
A. The Past
1. Civil Engineers have, throughout history, designed and built
facilities that have advanced civilization and have provided
for a higher standard of living.
2. Egyptian Pyramids were built in 2980 BC and continue to
awe and amaze visitors today.
3. The French contributed a great deal to the progress of this
profession. One of the most innovative civil engineers of all
time was Alexander Gustave Eiffel, best known for his
ingenious design of the Eiffel Tower. He also designed the
support structure of the Statue of Liberty.
4. The Panama Canal, one of the greatest engineering
achievements in the world, links the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans to shorten a ship's voyage between New York and
California.
5. The Hoover Dam was completed in 1935 and continues to
generate unparalleled benefits to the nation through
regulation of the Colorado River for water conservation,
power production, flood control, recreation, and fish and
wildlife enhancement.
6. The Golden Gate Bridge, designed by Joseph Strauss and
Charles Ellis, was placed in service in 1937 and was the
longest single span (4,200 feet) bridge in the world at the
time. It remains today as an international symbol of civil
engineering innovation.
B. The Present
1. Civil engineering is about community service, development,
and improvement. It involves the conception, planning,
design, construction, and operation of facilities essential to
modem life, ranging from transit systems to offshore
structures to space satellites. Civil engineers are problem
solvers, meeting the challenges ofpollution, traffic
congestion, drinking water and energy needs, urban
redevelopment, and community planning.
2. One of the most current and exciting civil engineering feats
has linked Britain and France for the first time in 8,000 years.
The Channel Tunnel (or "Chunnel") is among the largest
engineering proj ects in history and the longest undersea
tunnel ever built. High-speed trains are now crossing the
English Channel on a regular schedule.
3. These are just a few examples which illustrate civil
engineering as a lively and innovative profession. One of the
greatest rewards of civil engineering is to see your own
enduring creation helping to improve the quality of life.
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C. The Future
1. Our future as a nation will be closely tied to space, energy,
the environment, and our ability to interact with and compete
in the global economy. Our nation also faces an aging
infrastructure that is nearing it's life expectancy. As a civil
engineer, you will perform a vital role in linking these themes
and improving the quality of life for the 21 st century. As the
technology revolution expands, as the world's population
increases, and as environmental concerns mount, your skills
will be needed. There is no limit to the personal satisfaction
you will feel from helping to make our world a better place to
live. Whatever area you choose, design, construction,
research, teaching, or management, civil engineering offers
you a wide range of career choices.
IV. Thinking about a career in Civil Engineering?
A. Questions to ask:
• Do you enjoy solving problems and putting your ideas into action?
• Are you curious about how things work and how to make them
better?
• Are you interested in improving the environment?
• Are you socially aware and interested in helping people live better?
B. These are some of the qualities shared by all civil engineers. They also
make sound decisions and are good communicators, using speaking,
writing, and listening skills. If you share some of the traits, civil
engineering may be the perfect career for you.
C. Any career begins with a successful, well-rounded education. To meet
the challenges ofcivil engineering, you should prepare with a variety
of high school courses. A solid high school preparation should include
courses in: English, algebra plane geometry, trigonometry, advanced
mathematics, chemistry, physics, and a foundation in history, social
studies, or foreign language. Computer courses are also highly
recommended.
D. After high school, you may choose from hundreds of institutions that
offer accredited civil engineering or technology programs. Entrance
into a civil engineering or technology program may be at the freshman
level following high school, or at the junior level after completing an
approved two-year junior college program. The programs offered by
different schools vary in details and you should request a catalogue
from each of the schools you may be interested in before applying for
admission.
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E. You can choose a program that best fits your needs. Most programs
require at least four years of study for the civil engineering bachelor's
degree. Some offer a five-year program leading to a bachelor's degree
after the fourth year, and a master's degree after the fifth. A typical
four-year program consists of: one year ofmathematics and basic
sciences; one year of engineering science and analysis; one year of
engineering theory and design; and one year that includes social
sciences, humanities, communications, ethics and professionalism,
along with electives which complement your overall education.
Typically, your first three years in college provide you with a solid
foundation in science, with introductory courses in all of the civil
engineering technical areas. This gives you an overview of the field,
and helps you select an area in which to specialize. Generally, it is at
this point, in your junior or senior year, that you choose your specialty.
Since many of the specialty areas are closely interrelated, it is easy to
move between different specialty areas as your career progresses.
Regardless of your decision, your problem-solving and people skills
will give you many career choices and opportunities.
F. After receiving your BS degree, you can choose to go to work or
further your education with a MS or PhD degree in engineering.
v. Civil Engineering is FUN!
A. Suspension Bridge Activity (30-40 minutes)
1. What's the secret of suspension?
A suspension bridge's cables are beautiful to look at, but they
also enable the bridge to cross large spans. Make a model
suspension bridge to see how it works.
2. What You Need
• 7 drinking straws
• masking tape
• dental floss or thread
• SCIssors
• 4 large paper clips
• paper cup
• pennies or metal washers
• ruler
3. Make a Prediction
After you test the strength of the beam bridge in Step 4,
predict how many pennies your suspension bridge will
support.
4. Try It Out
1. Cut two short pieces of straw, each 3 centimeters (about
1.25 in.) long. For each tower, tape two straws on either side
of a short piece of straw, as shown. Tape the long straws
together at the top, too.
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2. Tape one tower to the edge of a desk or chair. Tape the
second tower to a second desk or chair of the same height.
Position the towers 17 cm (about 7 in.) apart.
3. Place another straw between the towers so its ends rest on
the short pieces. This straw is the bridge deck. Now you have
a simple beam bridge.
4. Make a load tester by unbending a large paper clip into a
V-shape. Poke the ends of the paper clip into opposite sides
of a paper cup, near the rim. Use a second paper clip to hang
the load tester over the bridge deck. Record how many
pennies the paper cup can hold before the bridge fails.
5. Now change the beam bridge into a suspension bridge. Tie
the center ofa IOO-cm (about 4 ft.) cable around the middle
of a new straw. Place the straw between the towers. Pass each
end of the cable over a tower and down the other side.
6. To anchor the bridge, wrap each end of the cable around a
paper clip. Slide the paper clips away from the tower until the
cable pulls tight. Then tape the paper clips firmly to the
desks. Test it again.
5. Explain It
Can you identify the forces acting on the loaded suspension
bridge? Which parts of the bridge are in compression? Which
parts are in tension?
6. Build on It
Can you design and build a straw suspension bridge that
spans a gap twice as wide and supports the same amount of
weight? What parts of the bridge design need to change? Try
it.
VI. Conclusion
A. Civil Engineering is a very rewarding career. It offers challenges that
impact our everyday life. SCDOT relies upon Civil Engineers to
accomplish it's mission, which is to "Build and Maintain Roads and
Bridges for the people of South Carolina." For the next several weeks,
SCDOT will be visiting your class to offer insights into the different areas
of expertise one can develop within Civil Engineering, and how we, as
Civil Engineers, use our skills and knowledge to improve your quality of
life.
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CAREERS IN HIGHWAY
CONSTRUCTION
WHAT is Highway
Construction?
'!Primary Highway System (9,410 miles)
$ 480,000,000
'~t'\$:t-<;__<_.wn
»The South carolina Department of
Transportation awarded over $480 Million
in road construction contracts in 1998.
What is Highway
Construction?
WHAT is Highway
Construction?
5econdary Road System (31,263 miles)
WHO is Highway
Construction?
WHAT is Highway
Construction?
Interstate Highway System (829 miles)
WHAT is Highway
Construction?
WHO is Highway
Construction?
The Highway Construction TEAM is
normally made up of two players:
A Government Agency
Federal Government
State Government
Local Government
1
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WHO is Highway
Construction?
Government Agency
FHWA, SCIlOT, County, and Local
Governments have a responSibility to provide
safe roads and bridges for the public.
They plan, develop, and design most projects
with their own staff,
they manage construction and maintenance
contracts awarded to contractors,
and they maintain the highway system with
their own forces.
WHO is Highway
Construction?
": Contractor
"The contractor is someone in the buSiness of
providing construclion services for a profit.
.' They usually specialize in grading, paving,
bridge construction, etc.
"They are a buSiness and must compete with
other contractors to get Government
contracts.
WHO is Highway
Construction?
Engineering Firms
Engineering Firms generally fumish
engineering and surveying services.
They can work for either the Government
Agency or the Contractor.
WHO is Highway
Construction?
OFHWA
OU~~~ofTf~
.o4OOse.tJI'~3"'III',SW~OC_~
WHO is Highway
Construction?
"<Sometimes the Govemment Agency will
contract out some of the work it would
normally perform, such as:
.Project Development
• Construction layout
Construction Inspectlon
/This work is usually done by
Engineering COmpanies.
Career Areas
There are 4 stages in the life of a
highway:
1 Planning
Project Development
Contract Administration/Construction
Maintenance
WHO is Highway
Construction?
:The Highway Construction TEAM is
normally made up of two players:
A Government Agency
'·Federal Government
State Government
Local Government
A Contractor
Grading, PaVing, Bridge, etc.
WHO is Highway
Construction?
•Which adds a third member to the TEAM
A Government Agency
:Federal Government
:State GoYemment
local Government
A Contractor
Grading, Paving,. Bridge, etc.
An Engineering Firm
During the planning stage, a Govemment
Agency's short and long range highway
needs are identified and prioritized. To
accomplish this, the following tools are
used:
Public Hearings
2
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Public Hearing
Planning
Du"ing··lhE;'pianni~'m'Qe~~~;r;"~nt
Agency's short and long range highway
needs are identified and prioritized. To
accomplish this, the following tools are
used:
Public Hearings
Transportation Models
Traffic Studies
.Environmental Studies
Career Areas
There are 4 stages in the life of a
highway:
Planning
2 Project Development
Contract Administration/Construction
Maintenance
Planning
During the planning stage, ~Go~~':;;in~nt" .
Agency's short and long range highway
needs are identified and prioritized. To
accomplish this, the following tools are
used:
Public Hearings
Transportatlon Modeis
Traffic Studies
Environmental Studies
•
...............•..•.................................._--'7'ilfBJ;lfB,;V .'. •f . " r '" .
Z'.' ", ':
Project Development
""""'.$'-",..,
l' Project Development involves taking the
information and recommendations of the
planning group and developing projects
that will meet those needs,
All functions of Project Development can
be performed by the Government Agency
or a consultant group, such as an
engineering firm.
Transportation Models &
Traffic Studies
TraMe
1.T,__•
.. &11"'_
.-eo,. _
.. a- _tooo.....·_...~
.........-
i
Planning
Du~ingthepl;;n;:;ingm'ge~'~':G6~ein'ii1enr··-
Agency's short and long range highway
needs are identified and prioritized. To
accomplish this, the following tools are
used:
Public Hearings
-Transportation Models
Traffic Studies
Environmental Studies
Funding Forecasts
Project Development
":0lri1i'!IWf~W,ji;%_&W%ti\!I!!jj?jiM,%;%»i,_?;'"
AProject Development includes:
public hearings
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Public Hearing Project Development
"',<f::~JJ%%;;,,/i'
'Project Development includes:
public hearings
road and bridge design
Project Development
;Wi'" "::~i!A",",'i
Project Development includes:
public hearings
road and bridge design
location surveys
hydrology and environmental studies
Project Development
'-'''"''''lWi:;; -'-'-"'-"c':,,'nl@$'ill'ill%'li."iliF;"C'
nProject Development includes:
public hearings
'road and bridge design
',location surveys
Hydrology and Environmental
Studies
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Project Development
Project Development includes:
public hearings
road and bridge design
location surveys
hydrology and environmental studies
research of properties and right-of-way
accuisibon for new roads and bridges.
Construction
:\:The construction of roads and bridges is
usually accomplished under a contract
between the Government Agency and the
Contractor
/The Government Agency is responsible for
ensuring that the contractor builds each
project in accordance with the plans and
specifICations for that project.
Construction
The Government Agency coordinates all
activities associated with a project,
including:
:uolity relocabon
traffic contre>
Right-of-Way Acquisition
":.'l)f~/"';'
Construction
,The Government Agency coordinates all
activities associated with a project,
including:
uoiity reiocabon
Traffic Control
Career Areas
.............
:There are 4 stages in the life of a
highway:
Planning
Project Development
3 Contract
Administration/Construction
Maintenance
Construction
The Government Agency coordinates all
activities associated with a project,
including:
'uolity relocabon
traffic control
project layout and inspection
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Project Layout and Inspection
('ii~',',: _.",. ·u "t~$&,j;fA~""
Construction
~"The Government Agency may hire an
Engineering Firm to do some or all of it's
work
\;The Contractor performs all work as
specified in the contract.
Contractor
i Bridge Contractors
~"" \
"'""""---,."
I!lIllE:2ll:l
Construction
The Government Agency coordinates all
activities associated with a project,
including:
utility relocation
traffic control
project layout and inspection
material sampling and testing
Contractor
i Grading Contractors
Contractor
""Subcontractors
Conaete Specialists
Material Sampling and
Contractor
Paving Contractors
•
Contractor
". Subcontractors
Pavement Markings Specialists
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Contractor
Subcontractors
Erosion control Spedalisls
Engineering Companies
""""""'-'-"""-"""~Wdt:'-~::fWll'$8E-t*,,>;-4X
Career Areas
There are 4 stages in the life of a
highway:
Planning
Project Development
Contract Administration/construction
4 Maintenance
Contractor
Subcontractors
Bridge Foundation Spedalisls
Engineering Companies
',',e""»' "'t;:Nl~i!$:::;:':~':""':%;;MIIm~;'"
Project Layout
Maintenance
"Maintenance of Roads and Bridges is the
responsibility of the owner, usually the
Government Agency.
Maintenance is responsible for
maintaining the existing system of roads
and bridges in a manner that provides for
the safety of it's users.
Engln_rlng Companies
'~" "--------'-~):{i!iiii?'ii""i:i~i:::i;*~f'
'Engineering Firms generally furnish
engineering and surveying services.
They can work for either the Government
Agency or the Contractor
They can be responsible for the following
items:
Engineering Companies
",'''W''->-':jtiJf!'!tWt1%E/'' '-"d__Ai~J!i,g~,;-
Inspection and Material Sampling
Maintenance
Maintenance is responsible for most worle
on existing roads, including:
Patching Potholes
7
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Maintenance
Patching Potholes
Maintenance
000 Maintenance is responsible for most work
on existing roads, including:
:',Patching Potholes
Oeaning Ditches and Pipes
'0 'Mowing the Grass
Maintenance
Painting Lines
Maintenance
Maintenance is responsible for most work
on existing roads, including:
Patching Potholes
Cleaning Ditches and Pipes
Maintenance
Mowing Grass
Maintenance
Maintenance is responsible for most work
on existing roads, including:
Patching Potholes
Cleaning Ditches and Pipes
Mowing the Grass
Pain~ng Unes
Erecting Signs
Maintenance
Cleaning Pipes and Ditches
Maintenance
::.Maintenance is responsible for most work
on existing roads, including:
'Patching Potholes
"OC!eaning Ditches and Pipes
Mowing the Grass
Painting Unes
Maintenance
Enecting Signs
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Maintenance
Maintenance is responsible for most work
on existing roads, including:
Patching Potholes
Cleaning Ditches and Pipes
Mowing the Grass
Painting Unes
Erecting Signs
Instailing & Maintaining Signals
Maintenance
"Repairing Sidewalk and Gutters
Maintenance
ii'Maintenance is also responsible for
maintaining it's fleet of vehicles and
equipment in their own repair shops.
'>Maintenance also produces most of the
signs it uses in it's own sign shop.
Maintenance
Installing and Maintaining Signals
Maintenance
'iMaintenance is also responsible for
maintaining it's fleet of vehicles and
equipment in their own repair shops.
Maintenance
Sign Shop
Maintenance
Maintenance is responsible for most work
on existing roads, including:
Patching Potholes
Oeaning Ditches and Pipes
Mowing the Grass
Painting Unes
Erecting Signs
Installing & Maintaining Signals
Repairing Sidewalk & Gutters
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance is also responsible for
maintaining it's fleet of vehicles and
equipment in their own repair shops.
Maintenance also produces most of the
signs it uses in it's own sign shop.
Maintenance also repairs most traffic
lights and signals through it's Signal shop.
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Maintenance Maintenance Where Do You Fit In?
Signal Shop Maintenance regulates what is done
within Highway Right of Way through
Encroachment Permits.
Maintenance regulates who uses the
highways through Oversize Permits.
Maintenance keeps a complete pavement
evaluation program up to date and makes
recommendations for resurfacing.
There are normally
many opportunities
for placement in
"Enby Level"
positions.
What Is an Level Laborers Laborer
Enby Level positions are those that
require a minimum amount of training,
skill, or education to perform the job.
"All three members of the TEAM have
opportunities in enby level positions.
Laborer
The Laborer may install or maintain traffic
signals, signs, pavement markings, etc.
""The Laborer may repair vehicles and
equipment in a Vehicle Repair Shop.
The Laborer may manufacture signs in a
Sign Shop.
The Laborer may supervise others.
Laborer
The Laborer must be able to perform
manual labor in an outdoor environment.
The Laborer should possess a valid
Driver's License, preferably a COL.
The Laborer should be knowledgeable in
the operation and repair of heavy
equipment.
Laborers may be asked to work long
hours during construction season.
'" Responsibilities of a Laborer might
include:
1 Using hand tools to clean ditches, curb
and gutter, and sidewalk, or cut down
vegetation.
''''Operating small and large mechanical
equipment, such as rollers, backhoes, and
motorgraders.
Laborer
salary Range for Laborers:
$6.00/HR to $15.00/HR
Govemment Agencies, Contractors, and
Engineering Firms hire Laborers
10
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" Operating a Dump Truck, Bucket Truck,
Tractor Trailer, or other large truck.
Performing any pretrip inspections as
required.
"Performing any light mechanical wor!< on
truck, such as tire change, oil change,
adjusting brakes, etc.
Truck Drivers Truck Driver
/Resporlsibilitiesof a may
Truck Driver
Truck Drivers may be asked to wor1< in all
types of driving conditions.
iTruck Drivers may have to wor1< early or
late depending on the wor1<.
'iTruck Drivers are required to have a Class
A or B Commercial Driver's License.
'CDL Drivers are subject to drug and
alcohol testing.
Truck Drivers
'/Truck Drivers can expect to earn:
$6.00/HR to $11.00/HR
'or
$0.25 to $0.35 per mile.
Government Agencies and Contractors
hire Truck Drivers
Technician
The Technician may inspect the wor!< of
the contractor to ensure it is done
correctly.
The Technician might sample and test the
materials used on a project.
The Technician might also assist in
preparing daily and monthly diaries and
reports related to a project.
Technicians
Technician
Technicians should have a background in
construction and engineering.
Technidans perform most of their wor1< in
the field, but some offICe wor1< is also
required.
Technicians must have good math and
computer skills, and be able to negotiate
the rough construction environment.
Technician
'A Technician may be responsible for
staking out construction wor!< on projects.
The Technician must be able to take the
information from a set of plans and
furnish it to the contractor in the form of
stakes, etc. on the project.
Technician
Technicians can expect to earn:
$6.00/Hr to $20.00/Hr
i' Government Agencies, Contractors, and
Engineering Firms hire Technicians.
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,
,A Draf!person can expect to eam:
$8.00/HR to $20.00/HR
"Government Agencies, Contractors, and
Engineering Companies all hire
Draftpersons.
Careers
;····,,·_·:i!,"""'1ii~@lmm':i!\;i;;m;:ff~itii!<f""'l"'i--'~i""F"
A Civil Engineer may be responsible for
the overall design of a large bridge, with a
staff of draftspeople, technicians, and
other engineers.
Civil Engineers require a degree in
engineering, or an extensive background
in engineering and construction.
Civil Engineers must wor1< in all
environments, and often wor1< long hours.
A Draftperson's responsibilities may
include:
Preparing blueprints by making copies on
a xerox or blueprint machine.
," Drawing plans or portions of plans by
hand, using drawing tools such as
lettering guides, triangles, straight edges,
etc.
Where Can
You Go
From Here?
Careers
Civil Engineers can expect to eam:
$30,000 to $100,000 per
year
Govemment Agencies, Contractors, and
Engineering Companies hire Civil
Engineers.
A Draftperson may use a Computer
Drafting station, called a CADD machine.
A Draftperson should have some
understanding of engineering principles,
drawing, and blueprints.
The majority of a Draftperson's work is
conducted indoors in an office
environment.
Careers
Civil Engineers
A Civil Engineer may be responsible for
managing an entire Maintenance Unit with
a staff of laborers, technicians, and other
engineers.
A Civil Engineer may be responsible for
overseeing several large construction
projects with a staff of technicians and
other engineers.
Careers
,c. Project Managers
Project Managers may be responsible for
supervising the wor1<, keeping up with
costs, and scheduling equipment on
several complex construction projects at
the same time.
Project Managers may prepare bids on
projects.
12
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Careers
Project Managers can expect to eam:
$30,000 to $100,000 per
year
'>' Project Managers usually wori< for a
Contractor, but may wori< for an
Engineering Firm.
Careers
"Programs to Assist Owners
>DBE Program
Established to assist minority and female
owned businesses establish themselves in
the construction industry.
Offers assistance in preparing bids,
scheduling equipment, submitting
invoices, etc.
Careers
'careers with Contractors include:
'>Company OWner
Company Owners own or are partners in
ownership of contracting and
subcontracting companies.
Owners dictate the direction and
magnitude of the wor1< it performs.
Applications are accepted at all
Govemment Agency offices.
Want Ads are a good place to find
opportunities with Contractors and
Engineering Companies.
Careers
:Owners require extensive background in
the construction industry.
Owners require extensive understanding
of business laws.
>Owners require $$$, but have the
potential to make
$$$
13
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
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Program Development Office
The Program Development Office is
organized Into two sections:
, Program Development Wesl, Value
Engineering and Preliminary Design
, Program Development East and "C"
Project Developmenl
Program Development West,
Preliminary Design & Value
Engineering
I!!!!EEl!!!!!I
I!!SS!!I.~
.iiilliiillf-~ ....
1I5E!II1I!:e!JI1l!22ll1I!i5!2!!II1!!5!'i!!!l !'!!2Si!!
~ !!5lE2!!J !!5!5!!!!lJ 1!!!iES!!!!!!5E2!!!I1I!!I!5E!!!!!I
I!!!!l55!!!!I I!!!5i5!!!!I
!!SEi!!!!
!!SEi!!!!
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Simplified Project Development Process (can't.)
.~ Complete Major Milestones
60 PrepM<1 Preliminary Right of Wall Ptan", a"d Conduct
Field Review
65 Right of Way PI"ns Compl,.,t",d a"d Approvoo
70 Right of Way Acquisition Process Initiat"'Q ITitle
Selltr.hfAppraisals)
75 Erwironmentnl Permit'.sl Submitted
80 Right of Way Acquisition Startoo
85 ErwlronmentaJ Permit(sl Approved
9l} Construction Plans Complete end Approv\'ld
Preliminary Design Section
The p,,~riminarydesign ser.tion consist.. of the prellmin3ry
design engineer end 4 asShliinll;. They prepare the preliminary
and geometric design for iill major projucl:>. Tni:> work in~ol~u:>
analyzing alterniitives for the propo:>ed project. These analyses
are used to evaluate the practicality. potef'!tial costs and the mled
for the projE'ct. Fron'the l:dternati~e$ study, lhe preliminary design
is developed This design established the bask controls which are
carried forwllrd through the prelimin¥}' pilln crevelopmcnt lind
public involvement process
Simplified Project Development Process (can't.)
"'" Complete Major Milestones
20 Pte-liminllry Plans Revised a,. Nece-$$&ry
2~ Projt!ct Planning Report Submitted· Perform
Erw,ronmcntel Studies
30 Environmental Document SUbmitted 10 FHWA for
Approval
35 Env,ronrllental Document App10val Received From
FHWA
40 Publlc Hf?aling~s,lCcnduaed
45 Revise Plans. as approprinlf;l. ACCOfdin9 to Public Input
55 Receive Final Environml,lnt(ll Approval From FHWA
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Accelerated Program Summary
State lnfr<1stnxture Bank Projects (bonded) $ 2]0
"r,,'lctropol,tan PI<:mn;ng
'j;ltPf::;ldlE: llllpnjVempnt ProlJrarn ,\\)fHy.led\ $ 0 ~31
S"stun.lntermoda! Connectl"lt~' S (145
AntlripClIt'd ad(jllion;:li TEA-:2 1 funding S 070
T otal ~_, 5.00
'Debt sCf'/ice to be v<:lld '.'11th federal funds
062
062
'CounCiI at Go,'ernments
Acceteratlon Progfdnl1,uondedl
Construction & Resource
Manager (CRM)
r CRMs spiccted to help manat:J€ and cornpl0to 200
projects in 7 ,/ears
~ Fiuot Danll'!! and Parsons Bnnckerhoff LPA Inc
....Iii as;';ls! SCOOT Program Mana~!ers
E3Sh CRr',i will assIst in appro"llnat~:'lIl 5750
Illli!Jon dollars worth of road and bridge \'.'OfY
This partnership helps G,'old hlfing em eslJmated
500 f7!11lJloyees to ~wmjle the [~ddjtional ,,..orr-Ioad
SCDOT Facts
~ 4th largest sI3!c-m<Jllltained highwav system
-12,000 mllp ~yslen1
330 rnJles of l/1ter~tate
8,100 state-c'Nned bridges
'].400 miles of Primary iUS/SCI roads
31000 miles 01 Secondary roads
~ G5~~ of SC road state-maintained. the
national average
GO"S of st,te,rnainf<''''ed roads do not quality for
federal
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ROAD DESIGN
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FUNCTIONS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF
ROAD DESIGN
Road Design's Mission
Our mission is to prepan~ and maintain highway hid documents:
such as designing road plans. preparing standard drawings, creating
special provisions and determining the engineer's estimate
PRECONSTRUCTION
SECTION
for
highway construction projects to be let to construction applying current
design specifications and standards uSing the state of the art equipment
in
keeping with the Department's Mission Statement for the safe and
efficient use of the traveling public.
Road Design's Mission
Our mission is to prepare and maintain highway bid documents:
such as designing road plans, preparing standard drawings, creating
special pf()\'isions and detertn iDing the engineer's estimmc
for
highway constnJctiou projects to be let to construction applying current
design specifications and standards using the state of the art equipment
in
keeping with the Department's Mission Statement for the safe and
efficient use of the tnn:eling public.
Organizational Chart
1-..;o71F'~il
r-~:==-~l
Roadway Design Groups
PrQject Facilitators
Ned Joye
Bob 'Vicker
Peter Yeh
1
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Plan Production
10 Roadway Design Groups of 6-8 Engineers and Technicians each
Roadway Design Groups
',"":""h""""l:lmH1 h h ,:,:","I!' i h h" hI! I h:"'i'::" HII'U"" II1
Roadway Design Groups use state ofart Computer Aided Drafting and
Design (CADD) equipment to take a Roadway project from conc-eptual
dt"Sign phase through dratling , design, and calculations to produce plans for
Right ofWay and Construction.
Pnlgrarrl Ma.'1a~-ers, Project Enwrietrs, I-'relin:nnary Desltl.n. Bridge DeSlgIl.
Hydrology, Pavem'TIt Ik,--sign. Pavement Markillp, Traffk Control, Offid etc
to ellSUre Project meets the AASHTO and SCOOT design specification.
TeamWork
Roadway Design Groups
Data Sharing
During the plan development process, Design Groups coordinates Wltll other
design otlices such as:
"5.,._ ,"_...,
,...- ..,_....
.....n."",,.,,,-'.,...,., ....
......"""••"',79->0&•.".
....,......."' ......,...,
Design Automation
Road Design Hydrology Design Automation.
2
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Roadway Design Groups
Other Duties ofDesign Groups:
• Review CRrvl's Plans (Coordinators)
eProvide Construction Support (SMI data)
-Visualization
Creating 8MI Data for Construction
.
Roadway Design Groups
Other Duties of Design Groups;
• Revie\v CRM's Plans (Coordina1.(lfs)
-I)ro,"'ide COllstrudion Support (Sl"U data)
•Visualization
Benefits of using SMI files ..
using SMI files .
• Being able to set up the instrument out of traffIC & reduce the
number of people needed in the roadway.
• By simply switching chains in the data collector, you may
perform different layout task from the same set up.
Roadway Design Groups
Other Duties of Design Groups:
• Reviev/CRM's Plans (Coordinators)
eProvide Construction SUPP011 (S~H data)
.Vi~Ull1illldoll
3
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Digital Terrain Model
Oemson Road:
Visualizations SC 6 Visualizations SC 295
Geostructural Design Group
Systems'/DesignsEarth
-IOeveloplng.S ns and Acceptance Criteria for
Vendor-supplied Wall SyStems
.,IRevie'~lS projectMspecific structural items submitted by
uppliers
.. t't"t",","t"1"'I1i:'i:m l t '* ·~;}t~t +~: t II 'it tt~, l or·:jo tl it *: ·;}t·~
./DesignsiBoxC
Clemson RoadVisualizations
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Organizational Chart
f~:"'·~~···!!
I
---..
Organizational Chart
• Automate the engineering calculation and drafting.
• Provide Plotting Service to all CADD users in the
headquarters building.
Road Design
. CADD Management
'--'"7"-jj-jR"$1j'~',,"'?-~'"1-!!'!:J!IJiij':"'$t'~!!"$1'!' ii :/:,'i"'!:!:$ 'l: Ii iii,"!'! j.! liit!!-' "" I.}!' ii ii!' Ii!}
• Provide CADD Hardware and Software Technical
Support to Road Design CADD operators and othl,"I'S.
CADD Automation
~~
ABlliIJEiSlrategicAffiliate
.....IIEl<D.EY='••-.:!iJ__:;I' ....
.......... ,'
JtT.._._..."'.... ._R __
[E][;2i][!J1I
Y8U.IlftVldtorNJIIIIl,ao24 7 4 0 IU or Stptmlbno 17, IP97
.:. Road Design was the ffrstOOT office in 1995 to begin applying web
technology tcassist 'ill' planproductiofl
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Scanning
Plans scanned through FY2002
-Approximate1". 281,796 individual sheets
08.000 sets of Interst8t~Primary" and Secondary Construction Plans
are a'"ailable in the ·Plan Libra",' for all nOT statewide.
Plan Library
Organizational Chart
Engineering/Consulting
Services
Ray Amick
6
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Design Services Group
.:. Perfotms QA!QC on all R/\V and COllSlmction plans
.:. In 2000, developed Special Drawings and Plans for .tIrs.J Median Cable
Banier project in South Carolina.
,IPrq>RrOO p:"',t> fl.!! 18 l'lIblc Bem...."!" 'ill"l v,'id;,nj,Jg I'1(>Je.:(,. f"•.~l:UH mi.k~
.:. Chec,ks proposal against final contract plans prior to the Letting
.~ Performs QA feVlew ofCRM right ofway and constJuction plans.
Engineering Support
.:. Researches Technical Manuals & Advisory Materials
public hearing displays
.:. Coordinates the development and updating to engineering
reference materials
.:. Creates and maintains Standard Drawings for Road Construction
.:. Provides Daily "on call" assistance with Standard Road Design
Applications
•;. Prepares and presents Training Classes
Consultant Services
Responsible for the coordination of
Consultant projects requiring:
• Contract assistance,
• Scope of service reviews,
• Progressive estimate reviews, and
.. Plan reviews
Organizational Chart
Operations Center
Contract
Documents Group
Jim Frick
~,'~~-&-;t·f·f·$·f·t·t·$-~"-:i'':i: ':t:t it~! !!! I t l~t;i*' J ,., it! it -! ! ! ! t I $" ,~, ,-~.:t:t:! ij: ij: ! $ :t! ! ! .".roro Ii
• Receivessllfvey and assigns w squadS
.:.Received 93 Surveys in 2002
• Prepares minor construction/maintenance project plans; such as,
resurfacing, sidewalk, and/or drainage projects
• Coordinates reproduction ofplans and submits to Right of way,
Districts, Federal Highway Administration and Highway
Lettings
• Perromts final review ofplans prior to Letting; then
contract file to be used by Specifil:ations &
Administration, & Preconstruction Management
IH/:[ il';;1Il iIlIP;i:'::I/llllii·!
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Specifications and
Estimates Group Engineering Reproduction Services
;.. Prepares Contract Proposals for Monthly
Letting (250 Proposals in 2002)
Special Provisions
Contract Completion Date
DBE Goals
;.. Computes Estimated Construction Costs for
Projects in the Monthly Highway Letting
Estimated Cost - $405,013,531.21
Actual Low Bid - $380,749,849.63
Difference - 6.05%
• Provide necessary print> fiJr Field Reviews, Right of Way,
Districts and Highway Lettings
• Provide prints to Program Managers. Bridge Design,
Hydrology, Utilities, Traffie Engineering, Planning(maps) and
Plans Stordge
t In FY2002 printed 5,735,980 square feet including
maps, road and bridge plans, and proposals.
~ngineering Reproduction ~ervices Plans Storage
Q Maintains plans for permanent arehiving and retrieval for
internal and general pnblk use
0 Scans to file stnred plans in an attempt to minimize
wear and tear to the old plans
0 Printed 244,427 sq. ft. of seanned arehived plan sheets for
SCDOT employees, CRM's, tbe general public, other
state agencies, federal agencies and city governments
III
LRS
Land Resources
Services
DESA
Consultant for
Minority Services
AGe
(Association of
General Contractors)
Right otWay
~713sets
__ Proposals
~ 14.695 Contractors &
District Construction
Offices
-----'" Maps
19,110coples
9,796setsofL0._. ·
Plans for
Plans Stored atShop Road Or:gal1lizattional Chart
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BRIDGE DESIGN
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THE BRIDGE DESIGN SECTION HAS
THE RESPONSIBILITY OF DESIGNING
BRIDGES THROUGHOUT THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
EVEN THOUGH WE HAVE THE EXPERTISE
TO DESIGN BRIDGES IN-HOUSE, SOME
ARE CONTRACTED OUT TO
CONSULTANTS WHOSE WORK IS
REVIEWED BY DOT STAFF.
SCc:rr
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Committees
• AASHTO BRIDGE SUBCOMMITTEE - THIS
COMMITTEE IS NATIONAL AND WRITES
AASHTO SPECIFICATIONS
• VARIOUS NATIONAL COOPERATIVE
RESEARCH PROJECT (NCHRP)
COMMITTEES
• TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD
(TRB) COMMITTEES
• HITEC COMMITTEES (RESEARCH TYPE)
• SCDOT/AGC BRIDGE SUBCOMMITTEE
secor
ASSISTANT BRIDGE DESIGN
ENGINEERS & STAFF
• PROGRAM BRIDGES.
• ASSIGN PROJECTS TO DESIGN GROUPS.
• REVIEW PLANS DESIGNED IN-HOUSE
FOR QUALITY CONTROL
• WRITE SPECIFICATIONS AND SPECIAL
PROVISIONS FOR BRIDGE ITEMS.
• SERVE ON VARIOUS COMMITTEES,
DEVELOP BRIDGE DESIGN BUDGET, AND
OTHER ITEMS AS NECESSARY.
secor
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Bridge Consultant!
CRM Management
• PROJECT MANAGEMENT FOR
STRUCTURAL CONSULTANTS (WE
PROJECT MANAGEMENT FOR
MAJOR PROJECTS (MAYBANK,
LI MEHOUSE AND SC 15/401).
secor
Bridge Geotechnical Section
• DESIGN FOUNDATIONS FOR ALL IN-
HOUSE DESIGNS
• REVIEW CONSULTANT DESIGNS
• Provide geotechnical guidance for walls
includes mechanically stabilized earth
(MSE) walls
• PROVIDE EMBANKMENT DESIGN AT
BRIDGE ENDS
secor
Bridge Consultant Management
CRM Coordination
• GENERAL CONSULTANT
OVERSIGHT AND REVIEW
• CRM COORDINATION AND REVIEW
AS IT RELATES TO BRIDGE DESIGN
• PROJECT MANAGEMENT FOR
CONSULTANT PROJECTS
secor
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Bridge Design Teams
• THESE TEAMS CONFER WITH THE
FHWA, OTHER DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERS, ROAD DESIGN,
HYDROLOGY, UTILITIES, TRAFFIC
ENGINEERING, BRIDGE
CONSTRUCTION AND OTHER
DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL TO HELP
PRODUCE THE BEST POSSIBLE
PLANS AND STRUCTURE.
SC~
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SURVEYING
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ROAD/BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
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ROAD/BRIDGE MAINTENANCE
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Exit Survey
Thank you for participating in the SCDOT District One "Civil Engineering in
High Schools Program". SCDOT appreciates the opportunity to meet with high school
students and to talk about the field of Civil Engineering. SCDOT hopes that you have
found this program interesting and informative.
To be sure the program is delivering the proper content and meeting the
objectives of the program, SCDOT is asking all participants to complete this survey.
This survey is completely voluntary. Please feel free to express your opinions and
comments regarding this program.
SECTION A.
1. The objectives ofthe class were clearly communicated to me.
o Strongly Agree o Agree o Disagree
2. The content ofthe program was in line with the objectives.
o Strongly Agree o Agree o Disagree
3. The content ofthe class was taught so that it was easily understood.
o Strongly Agree o Agree o Disagree
4. The program promoted an informal and fun learning environment.
o Strongly Agree o Agree o Disagree
Comments::.....-_--------------------------
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SECTIONB.
1. The instructor(s) appeared knowledgeable in the areas taught.
o Strongly Agree o Agree o Disagree
2. The instructor(s) seemed interested in teaching the subject matter.
o Strongly Agree o Agree o Disagree
3. The instructors presented the material in a manner that was easy to follow.
o Strongly Agree o Agree o Disagree
4. The instructors encouraged class participation at all times.
o Strongly Agree
Comments:
SECTIONC.
o Agree o Disagree
1. Rate your understanding of Civil Engineering before this class. (I-completely
understood to 5-had no understanding)
01 02 05
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2. Rate your understanding of Civil Engineering now. (I-Completely understand to
5-still have no understanding)
01
3. Rate your interest in a career in Engineering prior to this class.
05
OVery
Interested
o Interested o Somewhat
Interested
o Not Interested
4. Rate your interest in a career in Engineering after this program.
OVery
Interested
o Interested o Somewhat
Interested
o Not Interested
5. Did this program positively influence your career goals?
o Yes ONo
Comments:
-------------------------
SECTIOND.
Please provide us with any additional comments you may have regarding this program.
Include ideas for improving the program.
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SECTIONE.
In order to accurately gauge the impact of this program, SCDOT would like to follow the
career paths of the students who have gone through this program. If you are interested in
participating in this phase of the survey, please provide a mailing address in the space
below. SCDOT will contact those students who volunteer for this portion ofthe survey
in 2 years to get updated information on career paths and choices. Students will be
mailed a voluntary follow-up survey at that time.
If you desire to participate in this phase of the program, please provide name and mailing
address below.
SECTIONF.
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. SCDOT appreciates your interest
and involvement in this program. If you have any questions or concerns about SCDOT
or Civil Engineering, feel free to contact the person listed below or visit the SCDOT Web
Page. SCDOT would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
James B. Cagney, PE
District Engineering Administrator
1400 Shop Road
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 737-6660
CagneyJB@SCDOT.org
SCDOT Web Page
http://www.scdot.org
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